an isentropic hydrogen atmosphere onto a white dwarf) and assessing whether the advection method that MAESTRO uses is robust in this case. A particular concern is that, in these nova models, the density jump from the white dwarf to the accreted hydrogen layer is quite large (owing to the change in the mean molecular weight). Although we smooth this out over some physical length scale in the preparation of the initial model, this still presents a steep gradient to the advection algorithm. The additional complication with the nova problem is that any errors in the advection at this interface can lead to artificially high reaction rates, since the underlying carbon mixed into the hydrogen layer catalyzes the CNO reactions. Our concern is how can we tell if the mixing we see at the hydrogen layer / white dwarf interface is physical, or artificially induced. To explore this better, we've been trying many variations of the advection scheme in MAESTRO. In performing the advection, MAESTRO needs to predict edge--centered states for computing fluxes through the zones from the cell--centered data that we store and evolve in our simulation. This is the standard way a finite--volume / Godunov code works. In predicting these edge centered quantities, there are a variety of analytically--equivalent set of combinations of variables one can work with (for instance, predict density * mass fraction as a single quantity or present density and mass fraction separately). These variations behave differently numerically, and can lead to different amounts of mixing. Ryan has been running MAESTRO with a variety of different methods of predicting the species to the interface, and presently has been exploring the same for the enthalpy. Some methods look a lot better behaved than others, and we are currently trying to understand these differences. To aid in the comparisons, Ryan is also running the toy nova problem with a compressible code, CASTRO. Currently, nova simulations with MAESTRO are running. While the current results look good, and we are able to simulate for timescales comparable to those in the literature, we are still assessing whether there are any remaining problems with either the algorithm or initial models. We plan to continually have nova models running (and, in fact, have just been awarded an additional 2 million hours through TeraGrid to do so). Our current results will be presented at the upcoming winter AAS meeting in Austin, TX by Brendan Krueger.
